


Editor’s Notes 
                                                        

Dear GAVSians, 
 
As we go along, our aspirations evolving, aiming higher for GAVS and ourselves, the results of our hard-work and focus 
is bringing in opportunities. The summit at Orlando was a great success, there is a lot of interest in GAVel. Our team - 
Steve, Terry, Rao, Avijit, along with Sumit ensured that GAVS was in the spotlight.. 
 
We have launched GAVS Central, the smart platform for project execution, enablement and delivery. This includes POP 
and the PM tool to harness and structure our hard work to our advantage. With our commitment to adhere to these vi-
sionary strategies, we are the change agents that would take GAVS to higher levels.   
 
Balaji talks about his passion – delighting the customers, and how best to achieve it in today’s corporate world doing it 
RFT.  Read on to find out how it can transform GAVS and take us places.   
 
Our ‘updates’ section has all the interesting things we have been doing. I urge you all to participate more in our in-house 
activities; the empathy that runs a blood donation drive, the chill-out time during a TED video, the partying during a neon 
run, things that enrich our work-life balance, little things that hone us . Please participate, you will enjoy it the more you 
get involved.  We have more interesting things coming up to maintain the fun-quotient at GAVS as well, there is going to 
be a lot of action. You will hear it from our HR soon. 
 

This time, the ladies step aside, we have Ram in our cover-page article ‘Coffee with’, and the ‘5 Questions’ brings us the 
little known facts about Shantha.  You will enjoy finding out what makes our featured GAVSians unique, with their en-
dearing quirks and the things that drive them. 
 

Our blogs continue with verve; we have Sathishkumar writing on ‘Developer’s Cocoon Conundrum’, Abhinav gives us 
crisp and interesting pointers to ‘identifying stakeholders’, and Jayati has written on ‘being assertive’.  
  

Jegan, the die-hard traveler in our team writes about Sri Lanka. I keep telling him he should do ‘holiday consultancy’ in 
his free time. He always comes up with great tips and important details that would give your holiday its edge. 
 

Albert Einstein said “Creativity is intelligence having fun”, which really is the trick isn’t it? Creativity in work and play - 
across carefully laid strategies or simple day-to-day living, gives the seemingly ordinary or even the unmanageable, a 
huge scope of extraordinary possibilities, the edge to succeed...  
 
Hope you enjoy this edition. 

Bindu Vijayan 
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Leader’s Speak 

First of all it is great to be back at GAVS, and be part of this wonderful journey to 

bring delight to our customers and teams.  

We believe that we are truly at the start of a great journey ahead to transform this      
wonderful organization. Our customers want to transform their business and derive value 
for their customers. What better position for us to be part of that transformation journey? 
To get there and be at the top with our customer, needs two broad behaviors from us; 

 

FIRST is to know and connect with our customers well. What do they want to achieve and how do they want to be suc-
cessful? Their success will definitely bring success to us. Now, customer has multiple constituents – customer as an  
organization, the key stakeholders within the customer organization and then the day to day customer contact whom we 
engage with. The only way growth will happen is to continuously delight the customer as customer delight has no  
boundaries and definitely no upper limit.  

SECOND is to do the right things for the customer. Now, that has got multiple constituents as well. We have to ensure 
that right people are performing the right roles, especially ones who constantly engage with the customer. Whatever we 
do we have to do it Right. The Right First Time (RFT) culture will take us places. Right First Time is the first point of  
delighting the customer. We spend more time thinking of doing it right than doing it right itself in RFT.  

And lastly, we need to ensure we measure business outcomes and value than just operational metrics. These days’ 
measurements are more outcome driven. How much new revenue has my customer gained through our solutions, cost 
optimization options for my customer, how can I enable an eco-system to build delight with their end customers and so 
on. These are well spoken and nice to hear but adoption can be quite tricky. RFT & Customer Delight—these two     
aspects start from what we do and change and impact others around us.  

How many times have we asked ourselves – Do I know what my customer wants? Do I know what my customer’s suc-
cess is? What impact can I leave my customer with, which enables him to win in his market place? Whom do I need to 
engage within to deliver things right first time and always?  

These are questions we seldom ask and spend time on. But believe me, spending time on these takes us a long way in 
delivering value and continuously delighting the customer. Mind you, if you are not, somebody else is anyway doing it.  

Lastly, think for a moment when you are customer and when all of the above are delivered to you and you experience 
delight. Why not we give this experience to our customer? What can you do right away to change? What can we all do?  

Trust me, we have the ingredients of what it takes to achieve these and be part of this wonderful journey, but we just 
need a resolve to do it, and do it right away. 
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New Logos 

St. Catherine University 
 
  
 
 
 

St. Catherine University (formerly the College of St. Catherine) was founded in St. Paul, MN USA in 1905 by the Sisters 
of St. Joseph of Carondelet, under the leadership of Mother Seraphine Ireland. The University is named for St. Catherine 
of Alexandria, the fourth-century Egyptian lay philosopher who suffered martyrdom for her faith.  With two beautiful     
campuses in the Twin Cities, St. Catherine University is home to more than 5,200 students in a wide array of disciplines 
and degree levels. At its heart, the spirited College for Women and the legacy of its founders informs every facet of the 
University. 
 
GAVS Services:  
ITSM Infrastructure Assessment - completed 
Proposal / pursuit underway for ITSM Managed Services including Service Desk, Help Desk, Server, Storage and Net-
work Infrastructure. 
 
Essen Medical Associates 

 

Founded in 1999, Essen Medical Associates is a comprehensive multi-specialty medical group with 7 medical offices 
located throughout the Bronx. GAVS was involved in an assessment of Essen Medical's IT Infrastructure. This initiative 
was aimed at 
 Identifying the gaps and improvements area in technical and process  
 Understand the robustness of the information security practices  
 
Everyday Health, Inc.

 
 

Everyday Health, Inc. is a digital media company which owns websites and produces content relating to health and    
wellness. Everyday Health portfolio includes websites, mobile applications and social media assets, designed to provide 
consumers and healthcare professionals with access to the most trusted health and wellness content tailored to meet 
their daily needs. Everyday Health, Inc. is working with GAVS Technologies to assess their current Operations  
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New Logos 

setup, evaluate the processes and provide recommendations to map with industry best practices. The key objective of 
this engagement is to conduct IT infrastructure process improvement assessment to align IT and its operations towards 
the business objectives. 
 
MOCS – Ministry of Civil Services  

 

The Ministry of Civil Services (MOCS) is the governmental body in the Sultanate of Oman responsible for all matters 
relating to government employees under the civil service system. 
 
GAVS Scope of the project awarded:  
GAVS will be providing for Application Technical Support services for Ministry in .Net &  Oracle Application . The scope 
of services also extends in four areas.  

  Application Technical Support  
  Functional Support  
  Project Management  
  System Documentation  

 
OETC (Oman Electric Transmission Company) :  
GAVS First Utility customer in the region . Oman Electricity Transmission Company S.A.O.C. (OETC) develops, operates 
and maintains power transmission grids, thus providing electrical power transmission services in the Sultanate of Oman. 
OETC has been established as a closed joint stock company (SAOC) in the year 2003 . 
 
GAVS Scope of the project awarded:  
GAVS scope of work is to setup a Project Management Office with project manager (PRINCE 2 certified) and to support 
the PMO operations using Project in a box tool for a period of 2 years . The activities of the PMO are listed below: 

  Basic Support Services  
  Advanced Specialist Services  
  Consultancy and Advisory Services  
  Strategic and Governance Services  
  Project Specific Services 
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Project Updates 
 
IHS: The work done by the GAVS team for the client makes the frontend more dynamic. Users will be able to use the 
latest version of the release without manually clearing the cache or downloading plugin, support files. 
 
Value Add: 
 SQA would get notified when a change is made. This would result is decreasing defects due to the previous       

dependency on cache version of client files.  Reduces at least 1 bug /client side related stories. 
 Reduced development time for BSA. 
 Improves user experience, there is no need to clear cache manually every time. 
 Prevents users from losing data due to cache clearance. 
 
Zoll: GAVS team (Bala, Selvam, Karthick & Ajmal) participated in the Zoll innovation challenge. Among all the ideas   
presented, GAVS idea was chosen as one of the best. 
 
The team worked on a POC and showcased a demo connecting existing Tablet Application (Rescuenet ePCR) to a set 
of WCF services which can be hosted on cloud and could be integrated with Zoll Online ePCR cloud based platform with 
some limitations. 
 
Advanced Energy: GAVS team was involved in the client’s first marketing automation software "MARKETO" which will 
convert sales prospects and increase revenue for the customer. 
 
All marketing activities including email campaigning, webinars, cold calling, lead tracking and nurturing etc. can now be 
performed in a structured and efficient manner using this application. The tight integration between Marketo and 
Salesforce enabled the sales team use the existing data in a beneficial manner. On the whole this new venture would 
improve Advanced Energy's potential in identifying and converting sales prospects, and as a result increase the revenue. 
 
Wiley: GAVS’ first assignment on Content Management and   Technology worked out very well and we had 76% reduc-
tion in efforts by a single resource. This was highly appreciated by the customer. 
 
Wiley is ramping up and have added close to 10 new members this month. We are looking at other areas and are    
connecting with other Wiley leaders for business growth. 
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Know Your Client EDELMAN 

GAVS and Edelman’s association goes back to 2011. GAVS runs the Global 

Service Desk for Edelman including administration of the Service Desk tool (Symantec 
Endpoint Management). In addition, we have GAVS resources monitoring their network for 
security and operational incidents. 
 
We had Asif Siddiqui, SVP, Global End-User Experience, at GAVS, Chennai in early 
June.  Asif was in GAVS to share Edelman’s vision and goals and also to share his     
personal goals and measures to make this a successful and integrated team across   

Edelman. He is a big believer in “One Team” concept and is always proud of what his team can achieve. He says that at 
Edelman “They are proud of their ‘thinking outside the box’.” 
 
We tried to know a bit more about him, and when asked about his work-life balance given his busy schedule, Asif says 
“There is too much of time spent by many professional at work, especially when you are in the IT Industry and most 
times the family pays the price.” He has however, worked beyond that phase and now enjoys time with his wife, 
Rubeena, who is a Pharmacist, and his twin 7-year olds, a son and a daughter.  
 
Asif enjoys parenting and says the process has taught him patience. He remembers the first year of parenting, where he 
caught up on sleep on trains, in and out of work! His children go to the 2nd grade next year; his son is very interested in 
mechanical things and all things electronic; while his daughter is already big on non-fiction books, the ‘real books’ is 
what grabs her interest!  Asif smiles fondly admitting they think she is going to be ‘the brain’ in the family…  
 
An avid photographer during his free time, Asif is proud of his ‘professional photography equipment’.  He also dabbles in 
art – charcoal and oil, and is a bicycling enthusiast. The entire family enjoys bicycling, and is out on their cycles when 
the weather permits. He looks forward to doing a lot more travel; “right now the travelling and sight-seeing is planned 
with the kids in mind”, but, he would like to travel, to explore other cultures and places which fascinate him.   
 
As a member of Edelman’s Global Citizenship Team, Asif leads electronics waste recycling and disposal where they  
ensure electronics are ENERGY STAR certified and disposed properly and securely. Edelman requires all their         
employees to do community service and Asif believes it gives them a great sense of satisfaction and achievement to 
constantly be a part of the community. He also volunteers his free time at the school attended by his kids. 
 
Asif believes “GAVS is doing a great job and sees the growing pains the organization is going through as it grows and 
matures. It’s a reality and necessity that all organizations go through.” And he wound up with a message to us 
GAVSians – “Failure provides the greatest learning. One learns the most through it and it is the best learning opportunity 
we get. It means ‘we tried and gave things our best shot instead of not trying at all’.”   
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‘GAVS Central’ in place 

An ecosystem of tools, process guidelines and templates enabling SMART delivery within GAVS. 

Broadly classified into two components – Delivery execution and Value accelerated tools. Delivery execution drives con-
sistency and transparent way of execution across GAVS. This is the starting point of empowerment and accountability 
during execution with   clearly defined roles and responsibilities and performance tracked to the granular level within pro-
jects and processes. This can lead to value creation, operational excellence and further help transform delivery and exe-
cution through      automation and process optimization. Value Accelerated tools provide unique differentiation in GAVS’ 
way of working across specific areas with clear outcomes.  
 
As part of the first phase of GAVS Central roll out, Project Management Platform (PMP), Process Orchestration Platform 
(POP) and delivery enablement toolset (WFM, timesheets and billing advice generation) have been released. Details of 
which are provided below.  
 
Value Accelerated tools will follow. 
 
 
What is Process Orchestration Platform? 
 A platform that supports the coordination of data collection, aggregation, filtering, and transformation to implement 

automated, system-to-system information workflows 
 Process Orchestration can simply be defined as the coordination of events and activities in a process at technical 

levels, to help achieve objectives laid down by the business 
 Process Orchestration empowers you to quickly automate and optimize business processes 
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Current Challenges across Infrastructure Management Services 
 Unstructured Tasks and Communication 
 Poor visibility into Process Performance 
 Lack of control over System and Business Events 
 
 
Below key functions to overcome the current challenges 
 Automate the process workflow 
 Monitoring the Process Adherence 
 Track the Knowledge Base   
 Real-time visibility and process control 
 Reduce errors and improve consistency 
 
Project Management Tool 
 A platform to enter, track all project schedule and progress centrally for all projects 
 Project issues & risks are recorded, mitigated, actioned using this tool  
 Ticket allocation can be done through a workflow with a click of a button and tracked to closure 
 Dashboard to see all project status in one shot 
 Capturing timesheet of each employee based on the tasks performed by them 
 
Current Challenges in Project and Program Management 
 Will I be able to monitor and track which resource is working on 

what task and how are they occupied for weeks or months? 
 At present, impossible to track resource and job allocation–Who 

handles what? 
 Not able to import tickets or not able to track client tickets progress 

through our processes 
 
Below key functions to overcome the current challenges 
 Project and Program Management 
 Project Schedule and Resource utilization details 
 Bug / Defects assignment, Resolving, Reopening or closure 
 Project rooms for document up keeping and sharing project related communication 
 Team collaboration – Email, Knowledge Forum, Project Room and so on 

‘GAVS Central’ in place 
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GAVS Updates 

GAVS makes news, again! 
We are among the “20 most promising medical technology companies”, as per CIO Magazine – May 2015.  Read about 
GAVS empowering Healthcare clients and Technology-led solutions, GAVS aligning services to be the forerunner in the 
IT curve. http://www.cioreview.in/magazines/CIO-May-2015/  (Page 13, 15) 
 

GAVS Learning Academy 
GAVS Learning Academy is on a special certification drive - become a Microsoft Gold Competency Certificate holder in 
competencies, there are great discounts to avail. We work with your aspirations and this would be a good opportunity for 
you all to get those certificates. 
 

Chargers 
Chargers – our sports club is going full swing on indoor games. GAVS Sports Day was launched on 17th June, amidst 
lots of anticipation and fun. A team performed a short skit to entertain the audience, before Balaji and Shenoy called the 
games open with a short bout of carrom. GAVSians took part in the Chess, Carrom, and Table Tennis qualifiers. Get to 
see the finals in action in the coming days. 
 

Session on Traumatic Brain Injury  
Dr. Vijaya Srinivasan, Research Director, Global Hospitals, was at GAVS to talk on Traumatic Brain Injury. The highlight 
was on usage of safety measures like wearing helmets and seat belts while travelling, and other precautions to         
significantly minimize the risk of Brain injury.  
 

Radio Mirchi Neon Run 
GAVS was the technology sponsor for Radio Mirchi Neon run.  We did the 3 and 5 kms run and wound up the evening 
partying in glowing body paint and great enthusiasm. 
 

At GAVS, We Care! 
Global Hospitals ran a blood donation camp at GAVS on 16th June.  GAVSians queued up to donate blood in our      
signature “At GAVS, We Care” attitude. 
 

GAVS at the Gartner IT Operations Strategies & Solutions Summit 
GAVS was at the Gartner IT Operations Strategies & Solutions Summit in Orlando, Florida as a silver sponsor. We   
showcased our expertise and experiences in IT operations, Infrastructure and Analytics in our booth. We also presented 
at the Solution Provider Session on “Improved Business Agility & Performance  through IT Infrastructure Transformation”, 
where Mr. Steven Anderman, Retired COO - Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center, and Mr. Uday Madasu, CIO - The Jewish  
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Board, demonstrated real-life examples of how GAVS enabled their organizations to achieve business agility and cost 
savings through transformation of their existing infrastructure.  The session was well received at the summit. You will 
hear about more such initiatives in the coming months. 

 

Kavipriya Moorthy’s ‘I Don’t wear Sunscreen’  
Fellow GAVSian Kavipriya Moorthy’s first book is due to hit the stands.  You can grab your copy at Oxford and      
Crossword, and online on Flipkart and Amazon from July 2. The New Indian Express Chennai had an article on       
Kavipriya. You can find it on http://epaper.newindianexpress.com/c/5597676 
 

Yoga ruled a Friday evening 
GAVS had a hugely refreshing evening with a yoga session on Friday, 19th June.  Regular sessions are due to start 
soon based on our registrations. 
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Blog Corner 

By Sathish Kumar Manimuthu 
 
This is a very touchy subject that I am writing about, but something that needs to be addressed very quickly, 

especially in the current scenario of ever changing technology landscape. Over my short career span of 10 years in the 
IT industry, I have moved from being a Developer to a Consultant and back as a Developer, and the one common thing 
that I keep facing is resistance to new technology adoption (which includes myself). With the traditional development 
methods and technologies in their twilight, the impetus is on new emerging technologies which are replacing the legacy 
applications by force. What this means to a developer – reinvent or get into oblivion like in the case of Mainframe. The 
problem that most of us face is, we are doing the same thing day in and day out and locked into a cocoon. It is difficult 
for us to get out and see where the world is heading. Let us look at some of the areas which are seeing some drastic 
changes. 
 
Big Data and Java script Revolution: 
With the introduction of Big-Data ecosystem, there has been a transformational mind-set change about how we view and 
process data. Data is the nerve system for any application and the Big Data ecosystem is driving innovation in         
application development, and building new analytical platform; previously conceived impossible. The advantage of these 
platforms are, they are not perspective; but up to the developer innovativeness on how their potential can be harnessed 
to deliver innovative business solutions.  
 
Client (Angular.js) and server (Node.js) side Java script is another area where UI and backend development is heading 
towards at great strides. This new technology drastically reduces the time it takes to develop new applications and    
provide an enhanced framework for application development. This bodes well into the fact that, there is a great drive 
towards the UX factor in any application development to increase its adoption and the latest JS revolution is blending 
well into this need.  
 
What this opens up is, the possibility on providing unique/innovative solutions to existing business problems and also 
identify new avenues that can open up with usage of these emerging technologies. A classic example of this was during 
a discussion on building a digital marketing system for telecom companies to have new revenue streams. It was very 
quickly found out how a usage of the Big Data ecosystem coupled with an analytics wrapper could turn into a big         
revenue generator for telecom operator. The technology world is heading in a different tangent and if adoption is not 
made soon then we will be a white elephant.  
 
The items that I have pointed out are very small considering the strides that are happening in the technology world and 
shouldn’t be constructed as the only changes that are happening.  
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Blog Corner 

Technology Adoption: 
There is always a paradoxical question on adopting new technology – Should I always implement something that is new? 
The answer is a strict NO. Any technology that needs to be implemented should be used only when there is a business/
technology need. I have seen in many places that developer(s) implement new technology just because they learnt it and 
not because it has a need.  Developer should take informed decisions on usage of technology and they should always 
be driven by either a business or a technology need.  
 
Who will succeed? 
The pertinent question on who will succeed and can ride the wave with these technology changes is very simple. Anyone 
who possess the following traits will definitely succeed: 
 
 A strong fundamental foundation with technology 
 Desire to learn new technology 
 Common sense approach to technology adoption 
 
It is time, we go out of the comfort of the cocoon and fly or be destroyed with the cocoon.  
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Blog Corner 

By Abhinav Jain 
Reference - www.iiba.org 
 
We often hear people in projects talk about Stakeholders saying ‘Missed to identify one stakeholder’ or 

‘Stakeholder is not convinced, so we cannot move forward’ and so on. Who are these stakeholders? And why are they 
so important for the project? 
 
In simple words I would define Stakeholder as “A person or group affected by the solution, or is capable of affecting the 
solution for the stated problem”. Whenever a solution is discussed for the problem, it is intended to benefit/affect the end-
user or the customer. Therefore the End-user or the Customer becomes the stakeholder in that project. However, this is 

only one part of the definition. End user is not the only stakeholder, there are people/teams like Finance, Development 
team, PM, BA etc. whose decisions will affect the solution. Hence they are also the stakeholders. 
 
Stakeholders are broadly divided into two categories; 
 
Primary stakeholders are the people or groups that are to be directly affected or affecting, either positively or negatively. 
E.g. Bank employees, with computerization of banks. 
Secondary stakeholders are people or groups that are indirectly affected or affecting, either positively or negatively.  E.g. 
Customers of the bank, with computerization of banks. 
As a Business Analyst, you will need to know the people who are going to be the stakeholders. Now the bigger question 
that comes into the picture is “How to Identify the Stakeholder?” 
 
There are various techniques for identifying the Stakeholders for any project. But some of the very common and widely 
used techniques are: 
 
Impact Table:  
This is one of the simplest ways of identifying the stakeholders. For this, have a table with two columns namely: 
‘Who can affect Solution’, and  
‘Who will be affected by the Solution’ 
Put the names of the people who are capable of affecting the solution or are getting affected, accordingly in the table in 
the order of their influence, in the respected columns. This will help to identify the appropriate mix of the stakeholders.  
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Blog Corner 

Onion Diagram: 
Onion Diagram is an indicative way of identifying how involved a Stakeholder is with the solution i.e. which Stakeholder 
will directly interact with the solution or participate in business process, which is part of the larger organization and who 
are outside the organization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Onion Diagram  
Onion Diagram is an indicative way of identifying how involved a Stakeholder is with the solution i.e. which Stakeholder 
will directly interact with the solution or participate in business process, which is part of the larger organization and who 
are outside the organization. 
 
In this layer by layer view, a Business Analyst will be able to identify the different set of people who will be affecting or 
getting affected by the solution. This diagram will also help in identifying internal as well as external stakeholders. 
 
The Stakeholder Wheel: 
The wheel identifies the range of the stakeholder group and adds structure to the process of identifying them. It may  
include Owners, Managers, Employees, Regulators, Suppliers, Partners, Customers and Competitors. These are the  
various different groups in which different stakeholders will fit in. All these groups will be represented on the wheel and 
help in identifying which person comes under which group. 
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Blog Corner 
 
RACI Matrix: 
The RACI Matrix describes the various roles of the people or groups involved in various activities. This approach       
describes stakeholders as having one of the following responsibilities for a given task or deliverable: 
[R]esponsible is who got the assigned task, and does the work. 
[A]ccountable is the decision maker (only one per task or activity). 
[C]onsulted is who must be referred to, prior to the work for inputs. 
[I]nformed means that they must be notified of the outcomes as they might have dependency. 
A single task may have multiple consulted or informed people but cannot have multiple Accountable people as that might 
lead to confusion and failure in achievement of the desired goal. Therefore it is important to identify the appropriate    
person and that is done with the help of RACI matrix. 
 
PSP Approach:  
The next approach followed for identification of the stakeholder is, Processes-Systems-People Approach also known as 
Ladder approach. It is a process centric approach as processes are identified first, and around these processes, the   
systems that are related or impacted are identified, and finally the people (Stakeholder/users) involved.  
 
Even though these approaches help Business Analysts identify the stakeholders, none of them guarantee complete   
success. Therefore, Business Analysts need to adopt the appropriate mix of various techniques to identify stakeholders. 
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Blog Corner 

By Jayati Das 
 
How hard is it for you to say a ‘No’? How many times have you felt that you disagree to something being 

discussed, but saved your thoughts? Have you ever felt differently than your friends and colleagues in a group and have 
said it aloud? No, I didn’t mean behind their backs, rather, respond back right then with your opinion. 
Being assertive is a core communication skill. Being assertive means that you express yourself effectively and stand up 
for your point of view, while also respecting the rights and beliefs of others.  
 
So going back to my questions –what‘s wrong if one doesn’t express his opinion or prefers not to disagree? One could 
choose to go with the flow and not displease anyone, but is this really possible? And if it is, by not voicing our thoughts 
or taking a stand, are we being true to ourselves? 
 
Being assertive is not the same as being aggressive; on the contrary, assertiveness means standing up for what you 
believe. Assertiveness is expressing your thoughts, emotions, beliefs and opinions in an honest and appropriate way. 
While assertiveness should be encouraged in others, it is also important to remember that we should always respect the 
thoughts, feelings, opinions and beliefs of other people.  
 
Let me give an example:  
Your colleagues asked you for help but you have your hands filled with tasks. “Hari, could you please help me finish xyz 
task?” What would you do if you were Hari and didn’t have time for an extra job, because it would mean you stretch 
yourself further when you don’t have the bandwidth? But what would you do if your friend genuinely needs your help? 
 
Possible answers: 
You want to say ‘No’ but you don’t want to annoy your friend or appear unhelpful so you end up saying ‘Yes’. 
You have already helped your friend multiple times and have realized he /she is taking advantage of you but you can’t 
be direct about it so. In such instances, which of the below will you end up saying?   
“Yes, like every time, this time again I end up doing your work .” 
“No, can’t you see I am already overworked?” 
“I am sorry, I have got my tasks to complete and I can’t commit to take up any more, right now.” 
 
Which of these are you? Which of the above answers sound most appropriate? 
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There’s nothing wrong with any of these answers but I am sure we all agree to the last one because it not only       
communicates what it genuinely wants to, but it doesn’t hurt or disrespect the other person. This is being assertive. 
 The first style is called ‘being passive’. It is when you are so used to suppressing your thoughts that you end up  

doing things which you didn’t intend to. This results in self-pity and low self-esteem. Over a period of time you start 
disliking people whom you most often and most unwillingly end up saying yes to. 

 The second answer is sarcastic and hurtful. Its double damaging because you not only do what you didn’t want to, 
you also end up being rude and sarcastic which is damaging to the relationship. 

 The third one is aggressive. It could be due to so many reasons or circumstances that one would speak that way. 
One could be stressed-out, or having a bad day but it sounds frustrated and it is being outright rude. You have 
achieved saying a ‘No’, but at the cost of being rude and mean to others. 

 The fourth one, as I already pointed out is being assertive. It is being genuine to the situation, to your friend and to   
yourself without being rude or unhelpful. 

 
Art Corner 

By—Gautam Anand, Son of Anand Paramasamy 



Coffee with... 
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Ram C 
 

‘A content heart is a calm sea in the midst of all storms’ – This is the proverb that came to 
our mind as we completed our Coffee Session with Ram. C, Business Manager, Sales – 
Govt. & Utilities, Middle East.  
 
It was his calm, clear, smiling voice and the friendly manner in which he shared his thoughts 
that made us enjoy this cool coffee session. We hope you enjoy and come to know more 
about Ram in this short and crisp coffee session. 
 

Ram hails from Calicut, Kerala. Both his parents were employed and due to their transfers involving work, he was raised 
in many cities including Bangalore and Trivandrum (now Bengaluru and Thiruvananthapuram). He completed his school-
ing and Bachelor degree in Commerce in Trivandrum and MBA in Mumbai.   
 
His career started while he was pursuing B.Com. He had completed his CA foundation course that was part of the cur-
riculum and started practicing Charted Accountancy along with his college studies. During this period he realized that CA 
was not his cup of tea and moved to sales as soon as he completed his degree. He was in Sales for 3 years after which 
he joined MBA in Business Management. 
 
Asked if he was a very studious person, he smiles and says – ‘No, I was bookish until my VII standard but then became 
friends with a cool gang which made me enjoy schooling and life thereafter’. He had been part of the basketball team and 
recalls with pleasure, the time he spend in a garage playing with Automobiles, along with his friends during his college 
days.  
 
After his MBA, he was recruited in HCL Infosystems through campus recruitment and worked there for 3 years. He   
shifted to Oman in 2007 and has been part of GAVS family from 2012, for more than 3 years. When asked him what 
keeps him motivated, he says it is the challenges, the strategies and tactics he has to use when working with different 
clients, especially when they are government officials, and exposure to different cultures.  
Ram is married to his college sweetheart, a fellow student in his MBA Class. He loves to go on road trips and his     
inspiration is his elder brother, who is an energetic, responsible and truthful person. He says it is his brother who he  
always looks up to.  
 
We asked him what would he wish for if he is granted three wishes and he said, ‘Chance to enjoy fatherhood’ and 
‘Happiness to all people’ and ‘   ’  (As he did not want the third wish, we intend to borrow it :)). We were now curious 
and asked him what he would do when he was granted a wish to live young for another 100 years. He chuckled and 
said ‘I do not want that one :)….  He says since he was quick to hit the road and had the pleasure of working in different 
streams, he is happy and contented. 
 
About his vision for GAVS: He says he would always like to be part of branding for GAVS and would like GAVS to focus 
on People, Health and Technology and embed these as part of GAVS culture.    
                                                                       - Susanne Roseline Mary  

        



5 Questions 

A brief introduction about Shantha… 
 
She hails from Chennai & she has two younger siblings – a sister and a brother, she is   
married to Anand and belongs to one big happy joint family. In spite of the financial snags, 
her father educated her & she is proud to say that she is the first Post Graduate & a working 
woman in her clan.  
 
1. Who is the most inspiring person you have ever met? 

      Nonchalantly, she said ‘My Father’. Hardworking, spiritual person, values at first place, obedience and integrity is all      
what she has imbibed from her father. She also said that these are the basic things that have to be practiced in  
one’s life, especially when the going gets tough.  

      
 2. Two sides of a coin? – Success Vs Money 
      Success is what she says is important, Money will come on its own if the former is in place. Success can be 

achieved when values and ethics are in place. 
 
 3.  If given a choice to choose your name what would that be?  
      My mother’s name !!!  Would also name her child the same. 
 
 4.  What are your hobbies? 
     Cooking, experimenting with new dishes. Waits for the expression on others face after tasting the dish she has    

prepared. On ‘Çloud 9’, when somebody calls her a good cook. 
 
 5. If you were on an island and could only take three things with you, what would you bring? 

  Bible 
  Portrait of my family (of course, with recent additions ! ) 
  Book and a pen ( so that she could carry on with her passion – writing ) 

 
Message to GAVSians 
Should believe in RITE. Each one of us should exercise and demonstrate these values at workplace and outside – to 
make this world a better place to live. 

Dharini Ranganath 
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The Travel Bug 

So, where do we head to next? How does crossing International waters sound like? Yes, let’s go down the 

route much travelled in the Ramayana folklore. 
 
If you’re looking for a quick, short international vacation and don’t want to dig deep into your pockets, Sri Lanka is a 
good and worthy option. Sri Lanka is an unheralded, unblemished tourist spot which doesn’t have much airs about it but 
is extremely hospitable and welcoming. Beaches, hill stations, monasteries, tea plantations, wildlife, and lots of local life, 

there is enough to keep your travel flames burning. Oh, and they worship cricket here, making it ridiculously easy for 
most Indians to strike up a conversation with a local. 
How To Reach 
The Bandarnaike airport in Colombo is the gateway to the Island of Ceylon. Technically, It is nestled in a suburb called 
Negombo, around 30km from Colombo, and is approximately an hour’s drive to the main city. With some shrewd ticket 
hunting and a pinch of good luck, you can get return tickets to Colombo from Chennai for an absolute bargain of less 
than 8k.  
 
For short visits to Sri Lanka, tourists can apply for a visa or ETA (Electronic Travel Authorization) online. These visas 
have a validity of 30 days and can be obtained for a nominal fee of 15 US$.  
 
What to see / do 
Well, a lot. Sri Lanka is the epitome of diversity in terms of its geography, weather, history and people. With tourism 
bringing in close to 2% of the Sri Lankan GDP, it is a service taken seriously in the isles, and is evident in the great  
experiences it offers. 
 
Apart from being the gateway, Colombo has lots to do in terms of shopping, food, and partying. It is home to the famous 
Cricket Club Café. There’s also the Galle Face Green, a renowned place for watching the sun calling it a day, and for a 
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A few minutes’ drive from Colombo city is Mt. Lavinia, or the Goa of Sri Lanka.  A small, peaceful small town, it is the 
ideal place for hanging out with friends or your loved ones. With a panaromic view of the Colombo beach and waves 
crashing at your feet, it is an idyllic setting for you to waft a lazy evening away.  
 
Then there is Kandy, or the pearl of Sri Lanka. A tiny hill station, 3 hours’ drive from Colombo, Kandy is home the temple 
of tooth. A highly sacrosanct place for Buddhists, as it is known to house the tooth of Buddha, this temple is located next 
to the Kandy Lake. A walk along the calm premises is a must-do. Kandy is also home to the Seat of Arthur and Kandy 
Team Museum. A short distance from Kandy is the Pinawalla Elephant Orphanage, where you can experience firsthand 
the magic of being around elephants.  
 
Or you may want to head to Galle if visiting an UNESCO World Heritage site is in your list of things to do. A 17 th century 
fort built by the Portuguese overlooking the magnificent Indian ocean is sure to overwhelm and humble you with its gran-
deur. Or, how about being dazzled by the imposing sight of the ancient palace of Sigiriya and its massive rock column. 
What makes it better is that all these places lie within a 3 hours’ drive from Colombo.  
 
Superlative beaches, World heritage sites galore, and amazing, cheap food (Don’t miss out on the Sri Lankan rice and 
curry), Sri Lanka will dot your vacation with amazing highlights and memories. And, you can do all of this for less than 
15k INR. So, I don’t see much stopping you from booking the tickets.  
 
Fun Fact: Mirissa, Sri Lanka is one of the best places in the World for Blue whale watching.  

 

The Travel Bug 
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Off the track 

Fun Corner 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pencil Art Contest 

 Art must be in pencil. 
 Dead line for entries: 18th July. 
 Hard copy must be handover in the reception (to avoid the internet copies).  
 global employees can send their scanned art to pulse@gavsin.com  
 Maximum size :210 x 297 mm (A4)  
 
We look forward to your nominations !!!  
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Work Anniversaries 

100009 Anand Kannan 27-Jul-00 15 years 

200031 Agnes Chua 1-Jul-04 11 years 

100271 Giridhar. K. S 5-Jul-10 5 years 

100283 Chivikula Sriram Sharma 12-Jul-10 5 years 

100279 Dinesh M 10-Jul-10 5 years 

100290 Veeraraghavan. S 16-Jul-10 5 years 

100295 T. Rajendran 19-Jul-10 5 years 

100299 T.K. Vinodhkumar 20-Jul-10 5 years 

100301 Arun Jayabalu 23-Jul-10 5 years 

100302 Andre mark Ashok 23-Jul-10 5 years 

100735 Avinesh Y 11-Jul-11 4 years 

100741 G. Chandrasekar 21-Jul-11 4 years 

100744 Harishkumar Kuppam 11-Jul-11 4 years 

100746 Aji Cherian 25-Jul-11 4 years 

100747 Praveen KS 25-Jul-11 4 years 

100748 Rohit Tandon 9-Jul-11 4 years 

100750 P. Lakshmi 25-Jul-11 4 years 

101187 Chandra Sekhar Agavinti 5-Jul-12 3 years 

101192 Balaji Radhakrishnan 6-Jul-12 3 years 

101195 Guru Prasad Reddy Gopi Reddy 10-Jul-12 3 years 

101198 Balaji Sakthivel 18-Jul-12 3 years 
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